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1. Human liberation is done through the provision of ________

     	      stable society

     	      dedicated society

     	--->> equal educational opportunities

     	      curriculum innovation

2. Religion can be described as ________

     	      belief in all

     	      believe in James

     	--->> reflection of man's attempts to explain those aspect of his environment 
which he cannot understand

     	      belief in the traditional goods and goddesses

3. The theory of embourgeoisement is propounded by ________

     	      silvester

     	      mark

     	      tailor

     	--->> goldthrorp and luckword

4. ________ is the greatest weakness of traditional moral teaching

     	      Too many value, because of different culture

     	      The chief priest are not educated

     	      The religion confusion in the society

     	--->> The conflict of values in concrete moral situation

5. Education in any society is to help transmit to the young the _____________ of the 
society
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     	      future

     	--->> culture

     	      intention

     	      nature

6. Which of the following is not an agent of socialization ___________.

     	      family

     	--->> satellite dish

     	      mass media

     	      school

7. In sociology, education can be simply explained as an activity which goes on in 
_____________

     	--->> society

     	      school

     	      environment

     	      nation

8. In the patronage and the utilisation of mass media, children should be discourage 
from ________.

     	--->> negative ideas

     	      cultist

     	      danger of the society

     	      individual differences

9. ________ best describes a society

     	      A place where we have so many giants

     	      A place where books are preserved

     	--->> A system or organisation of mutual relations between human beings in 
communities and institutions.
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     	      A place surrounded by water

10. Teacher seem conformist and isolated from the real world , but the role of the 
teacher is now ____________

     	      changing

     	--->> to guide them not to teach

     	      to set the computer

     	      like the parent
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